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Print data speci�cations for wheels of fortune

Data transfer:

By e-mail up to a maximum �le size of 10MB, larger ones via the �le hosting service
www.wetransfer.com or similar.

Dateiformate:

To achieve an optimal printing result, we require �les in the following formats:
.pdf, .ai, .eps.
Since the conversion of other formats often leads to layout and color deviations,
we ask you to use only the formats listed above. All common graphics or layout
programs o�er the option of saving the �les as .pdf.

Media formats/page layout:

Always create �les at a scale of 1:1. If the data deviates from the 1:1 format, please let us know.
In order to achieve optimum print quality, the resolution (for pixel graphics) should be adjusted
to 300 dpi.

For vector graphics: Always convert all text elements into paths or send the font used.

All graphics must be linked in the print �le or sent with it.

Color speci�cations:

Always create the print color space in CMYK mode.
We work with the color pro�le: Iso coated v2 300%.
Solid colors such as HKS, Pantone or RAL are converted and are therefore not always 100% accurate.
Special colors are not possible.

Data check:

All data supplied is checked by us before printing.
Please note that we only check the data for print production.
We accept no liability for errors in content (e.g. spelling mistakes).

If we determine that a �le is not suitable for printing, we will inform you immediately.

Miscellaneous:

Do not apply any bleed marks, register marks or color control strips. 3mm bleed all around
(the bleed is already included in our print templates, but may vary slightly depending on the
template).



Layout overview

A bleed allowance (the dotted area) of 3 mm must also be created.
This will not be visible later.

The �nal format corresponds 1:1 to the size of the �nished
wheel of fortune.

Motifs, numbers, texts, etc. should not exceed the
safety distance.
This has a distance of 10 mm to the �nal format.
If an outer contour is required, at least the area
between the safety distance and the �nal format
must be �lled with this.

For wheel of fortune models with static and/or
interchangeable components, these must each
be created separately as a �le,
f. e. wheel of fortune button, double, changeable �eld
(also magnet), slide-in �elds, etc.

Please note that alternating �elds of any kind
do not require a bleed, except for center �elds!

Our templates are optimally prepared for printing
so that no changes need to be made to the
dimensions.
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Take a look at the print template provided to create
the individual elements for your wheel of fortune,
and please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions.

Logo

Page 1: back disc Page 2: front disc

Page 3: magnetic �elds

Example of a wheel of fortune magnet double:

Note on the
wheel of fortune Premium

In this model, the alternating
�elds have a cut-out that must
be observed.


